PsychFest 2023 Schedule
Friday, June 2nd, 2023

Morning Session

8:30 – 9:00  Setup & Coffee

9:00 – 9:20  Opening Remarks (AW 210)

Dr. Jackie Rose, Interim Chair of the Psychology Department
Dr. Paqui Paredes, Dean of College of Humanities & Social Sciences
Dr. Brad Johnson, Provost and Executive Vice President

9:30 – 10:30  Oral Presentations I (AW 210)

9:30 – 9:45  Annika Fiala, Lily Froece-Raihl, Breezy La Fever, Alex Park, & Quinn Williams. Parent-child conversations about systemic inequity: An ecological approach

9:45 – 10:00  Gabby Wilson & Dr. Alex Czopp. Real Men Go Green: Environmentalism, Threatened Masculinity, & Identity Recovery

10:00 – 10:15  Brennen Risch. Cannabidiol Vapor Restores Social Interaction After Chronic Stress in Mice

10:15 – 10:30  Jasmine Welaye & Dr. Alex Czopp. But but but... I’m (insert marginalized identity). Can marginalized identities serve as protection from biased behavior?

10:30 – 10:45  Morning Break – Refreshments available

10:45 – 11:45  Poster Session I (AIC Sky Bridge)

12:00 – 12:50  Lunch Break – On Your Own!
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Afternoon Session

1:00 – 2:00  Oral Presentations II (AW 210)

1:00 – 1:15  Alyssa Martini, Bell, E., Alex Park, Olga Murillo, Vivika Sweiven Crawford, Ayanna Stewart, Mia Berbano, Ellie Bulson, Alondra Figueroa, Kevin Delucio & Anna Ciao. Developing a justice-focused body image program for U.S. middle schoolers: A school-based participatory action research process.

1:15 – 1:30  Jessi Gauvin. Investigating the Effects of Ferulic Acid on Learning & Corresponding Receptor Expression with a C. elegans Alzheimer’s Model

1:30 – 1:45  Nicki Moriarity, Kaleb Starling & Dr. Kate McLean. The Vacant Seat: What is Lost When the Transmission of LGBTQ+ Stories are Missing from the Dinner Table?

1:45 – 2:00  Taylor McGillis, Hanna Stevenson, Sage Arvila, Molly Mouchawar, Willow Leland, Alaura Rice & Dr. Josh Kaplan. The Developmental Effects of CBD Exposure in Mice.

2:00 – 3:00  Poster Session II (AIC Sky Bridge)

3:00 – 3:25  Afternoon Break – Refreshments available

3:30 – 3:45  Student Scholarship & Award Announcements (AW 210)

3:45 – 3:50  Raffle Drawing (AW 210)

4:00 – 5:00  Keynote Address (AW 210)

Exploring Why We Fall for Misinformation & What We Can Do About it
Dr. Maddy Jalbert, Postdoctoral Scholar
Informational School, University of Washington

5:10 – 5:30  Cleanup…All Hands on Deck, S’il Vous Plait!

5:30  Après PsychFest Fete – on the AIC Sky Bridge!
PsychFest 2023 – Poster Session I
10:45 – 11:45 am on the AIC Skybridge

- Olivia Murray & Sebastian Strauss. "I'm Not Like Other White People": The Compensatory Enhancement of Stigmatized Identities
- Sean Sands & Jack Harjehausen. The Effects of Cannabidiol on Exercise Performance & Exercise-Induced Inflammatory Markers in Mice
- Myranda Gardner, Laura Klem, Cait Steiner, Katelyn Weyer, Kimy Peterson, Kate McLean & Antonya Gonzalez. “There's no need for that at this age”: Parent approach & avoidance of discussions of wealth & racial inequality
- Ellie Mack, Serena Calkins, Vi Ly, Kiran Dogra, & Dr. Ira Hyman. Muddying the Waters
- Zoe Roth, Ashton Hamilton & Lily Malterre. Mountains vs. Metropolitan: Multimedia Content on Stress & Mindfulness
- Lauren Cross, Uyen Nguyen, Catherine McDaniel & Stella Sohl. The Effects on Perception of Others & Social Acceptance of Cigarette-Users Versus Vape-Users
- Milena Makiniemi, Ioana Serban, Evelyn Murata, Katie Harrison, Jen Wells & Madison Harris. Influence of Vocal Pitch on Perception of Competence and Warmth Among University Students
- Charissa Kirby, Isabel Jarriss Anderson, Zulma Guasch-Pereira & Dr. Christie Scollon. Roots and Revelations: Unveiling Traditions and Discovering Meaning
- Aaron Huynh. The Role of NMDA Receptors and AMPA Trafficking in Learning and Memory: Insights from Associative Conditioning in C. Elegans
- Sophia Sar, Kirandeep Dogra & Dr. Ira Hyman. Timing of Attention Capture Leads to Eyewitness Memory Errors
- Thea Huber. Romantic or repulsive?: Gendered perceptions of harm in ambiguous interactions
- Darby Graf, Clemente Armendariz, Jasmine Boerner, Sebastian Chrysafidis, Patrick Easter, Kieran Faris, Leann Follette, Madison Harris, Kira Hsu Large, Jonathan Loke, Cade Lucker, Marvin McGuff, Kenneth Robinson, Cameron Sibert, Anna Stewart, & David Sattler. Climate Change Refugee Support in India
- Lydia Tibbott, Raumilya Smith, Camille Fogel, Erika Lutz, Piper Elwood, Kimy Peterson, Meg Warren & Michael Warren. Beyond the Extraverted Ally: Personality traits that may Position Men to Address Gender Bias in the Workplace
- Joseph Deegan, Matthew Brasfield, Jessah Camyn & Diana Garcia. Memory & It’s Many Facets
- Chloe Carpenter & Maria Kotchetova. Tags & Traits: The Effects of Labels on Perceived Success & Blame
- Chloe Carpenter & Rajeswari (Dhanya) Venkatesh. Running Away from Toxic Masculinity: Men’s Strategic Emphasis of Additional Stigma
- Joie Hackney & Aine Jordan. What Advantage? Distancing from Male Privilege by Emphasizing Other Stigmatized Identities
- Nicolas Allen, Adelaide Anderson & Alex Czopp PhD. Ingroup Privilege vs. Outgroup Disadvantage: The Impact of Framing on Identity Compensation

**PsychFest 2023 – Poster Session II**

2:00 – 3:00 pm on the AIC Skybridge

- Sealey Raymond. ECT for Treatment-Resistant Depression
- Vi Ly. Too American to be Asian: Asian American Identity Threat & Affirmation through Cultural Foods
- Kelsey Tjoelker. Mental Health & Correlations Between Perceived Vulnerability & Blame Attribution
- Piper M. Elwood, Ben Murrell, Erika T. H. Lutz, Erika Groshell, Maya Govan, Barbara Lehman, Zachary Willett. What's the Point? How Meaning Seeking or Having in Life Relates to Perceptions of Coping Competency
- Malia-Isabel Berbano, Ellie Bulson, Olga Murillo-Rodriquez, Alex Park, Ayanna Stewart & Vivika Sweiven Crawford. Developing a justice-focused body image program for U.S. middle schoolers: Program leader field experiences
- Alana McCleese & Alex Czopp. Just one of the boys: Exploring women's femininity-suppressing self presentations
- Anna-Liisa Mayor, Claudio Ochoa-Garcia, Dr. Bri Delker. The Road to Redemption: Do College Men Think that a Sexual Assault Perpetrator Can Redeem Himself?
- Micah Campbell, Aubrie Patterson & Brianna Delker. LGBTQ+ Student Perceptions of a Childhood Trauma Survivor with a Dissociative Condition
- Katrina Sanko, Julie Weber, Talia Frost-Belansky, Frances Hernandez-Roman, Lucas Jackson, Colin Bacon, Jenaevie Barson, & Jeffrey W. Grimm. Effects of unrestricted sweet access on sucrose cue reactivity in adult female & male rats
- Rajeswari (Dhanya) Venkatesh. They Found God During COVID-19
- Adelaide, Thomas, Erika, Della, & Dr. Jeff King. Scientific Mindedness & Indigenous Knowledge
- Zoe Gadbow, Alexander Speer, Kelsey Otos, Mara Brewster, Sebastian Chrysafidis, Matthew Papaly, Sofia Rosales Makela, Mira Shutz, Alison Weber, Dr. Madeline Jalbert & Dr. Ira Hyman. Just Asking Questions: Does the Generation Effect Increase the Illusory Truth Effect?
- Skyla Altmann, Ellie Bulson, Hope Beeler & Caitlynn Rensch. Effect of exposure to the vastness of space on ratings of awe & identification with humanity
- Katie Dynes, Anika Stenberg & Connor Murakami. Personality: Can it Change in 6 Weeks?
- Claire Glassie & Quinn Williams. You Can Pick the Place, Not the Person: Imagined Contact, Group Memberships, and Food Consustantiated
- Ayla Bilyeu, Anya Davis, Maia Lewis-Shunk, Emma Little, Holly Morales, Madeline Parrish, Eden Saunders, Guinevere Smith, Annie Fast, & Annie Riggs. Children's Beliefs about the Emotional Consequences of Norm Adherence
- Alana Sullivan & Simone Player. CBD's Effects on Stress-Induced Inflammation
- Quinn Williams. It's None of My Business, But Since You Asked: Student Perspectives of Couples in Open Relationships.
- Kay McKenzie, Cole Tweedy, Victoria Webb & Luc Cathersal. Short-Term Memory & Anxiety
- Kari Lockman. Ease of Retrieval and the Effect on Evaluations of the Past
- Jasmine Welaye & Dr. Alex Czopp. But but but... I'm (insert marginalized identity). Can marginalized identities serve as protection from biased behavior?
• Isabella Heide, Kaela Gruen, Rukia Ngwaliussi, & Ali Sievers. *Are Coping Mechanisms Effective? Examining the Impact of Coping on Emotional or Cognitive Frustration*